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::: A new edition of Fanciful Fashions is available for pre-order with a new publisher! 14 more

illustrations, heavier perforated paper. Visit amzn.to/1nrtOp0 ::: This adult coloring book is a delight

for experienced colorists and beginners alike. It features 35 fashion collections illustrated in

Marjorie&apos;s style made popular in her best-selling coloring books, "Creative Cats" and

"Owls".Add your color touch to timeless classics and hot trends such as animal prints, tropical

beachwear, casual florals, plaids, poodle skirts, and more. Accessorize with bangles and baubles,

handbags, and statement heels. For the fashionista or the casual colorist, you&apos;ll get creative

fulfillment as you forget your worries and let your stress melt away.Designs are printed on one side

only on 60# paper. As with nearly every coloring book, markers will bleed through the page so a

sheet of card stock is recommended to slip under the page you are working on. Non-alcohol based

markers and colored pencils work best. The pages are not perforated but easily removed with a

razor knife.Â Visit Marjorie&apos;s website at marjoriesarnat.com and to get tips and updates, and

to subscribe to her "For Color Lovers" mailing list.
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The artwork in this book is brilliant in conception, adeptly and meticulously executed creating

phenomenal and surprising collage illustrations that will inspire you and take your creativity to new

levels. Through 35 uniquely themed the intricate collages she has taken clothing and added

captivating, unparalleled combinations of elements then embellished the backgrounds, scenery,



borders, and even adorning the cloths .This is a must have book for your coloring library, you will

want to color every single captivating, stunning illustration and most of the images inside the book

even better than the cover picture. This is not a Creative Haven coloring book the paper is thinner

and the pages are not perforated, however this book rivals her other coloring books. This book is a

perfect gift for school'[ aged children and adults, colorists of all ages1. 35 illustrations printed one

per page (the back of each page is blank) on bright white, light weight paper.2 All markers and Gel

Pens I tested leach through the paper easily, I place a sheet of paper under the page I am coloring

to prevent damage to the next page.3. Other books by this artist include (Creative Haven Cats) &

(Creative Haven Owls) I own both and love her imaginative art work.4.

I have both of Marjorie Sarnat's previous adult coloring books ("Cats" and "Owls") which were

released under the Creative Haven label. This new offering, "Fanciful Fashions" has been released

under a new label, Color Ways. The book is filled with 35 fashion related designs. They range from

Prom to Cowgirl, from Beachware to Sleepware. Each designs is a collage of the particular outfit

and its accessories put against background designs that enhance the spirit of the overall

fashion.While the book contains the same beautiful style of artwork by Ms. Sarnat as my Creative

Haven books, the pages are definitely thinner and are not perforated. They are printed on one side

with the backside blank. All of my pens and markers seep through the paper and pencils make

indents on the next page. While they included a page you can cut out and use to keep ink from

bleeding through, I suggest using heavy cardstock and/or freezer paper below the sheet you are

working on. I want to be sure that my backing page will be strong enough to keep my designs safe.I

am lucky enough to have bought my copy early enough to quality for the limited time availability of

the free .PDF of all of the artwork pages. I love this as I will be able to size and print the designs on

the paper of my choice. I wish more designers made this option available - it is a fabulous

enticement to purchase the book.I love that the artist ends the book with a quote from Coco Chanel:

"Fashion is not something that exists in dresses only. Fashion is in the sky, in the street, fashion has

to do with ideas, the way we live, what is happening." I certainly hope, in the case with Ms. Sarnat's

designs, is that many more adult coloring books are on their way.

I thought that Majorie Sarnat's new offering, "Fanciful Fashions Coloring Book" was going to be as

good as her Creative Cats published by Creative Haven. That is why I chose to pre-order. I should

have paid better attention. Here are the reasons I gave only 3 stars to this Adult Coloring Book.-

Paper is way too thin! The blank pages offered to put between the pictures will not stop bleed



through, let alone the coloring pages. Forget coloring "hard" or erasing, I don't think that the pages

will hold up.- Paper is not perforated. This book is threaded. One could cut the threads, copy the

drawings, and not have to go onto the internet to print off copies. The plus side of making your own

copies is avoiding the "for a limited time" rush of copying more then you want, at that particular time.

The "for a limited time" does not indicated whether the limitation is from the date of publication or

from the date of purchase.+ There is a link to Marjorie's website, offering the customer the ability to

print off copies of the pages found in the book. This is so the customer may produce the same

fashions in a variety of color. There are other links into Marjorie Sarnat's world & her social media.-

Pages are over crowded with too much stuff! There are many items in and around the fashions that

make it difficult to separate some of the accessories from all the junk.- Shocked to find a LOT of

black ink on following pages (yes, these are all named). Hoot Couture, sock monkey business, Meet

a Cheetah), Giraffe Fashionista , and again on Zebra and Wild Stripes (no, I did not make up these

names).+ Some of these fashions are quite nostalgic & are making a come-back.
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